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From the President’s desk
During the 12/12/08 meeting of IAHC much discussion circulated around the AHA Computer problems
and the huge expense of the endeavor to bring all our electronic
programs into conformity. For whatever reason “back in the beginning” different areas that used the computer for their functioning installed different programs, many of which do not talk to
one another. As our world has now evolved into extreme dependence upon our computer as our main utility, it becomes a tremendous burden when one program cannot
communicate with another. We have no details, just the fact that our staff in charge
of Computer Update says “we are working on it.” Insallah member Ferman Ansel
told us that two of the AHA staff members from this department visited his facilities
during the Sport Horse Nationals. Ferman has the program that should solve all these
problems for AHA. They spent 4 hours with Ferman and we hope they learned much
which can be of benefit to AHA’s solving their Computer problems at much less than
the million dollar + price that has been projected.
In the discussion of last month’s AHA Convention, there was unanimous agreement
of those present that the retaining of the judging score card was a very good decision.
We understand that rather heated debate was issued during the discussion from the
floor. Our Delegate, Annette Wells, will give us a full report.
In closing, due to term limits this will be my last meeting as President of AHA. It has
been my pleasure and privilege to serve Insallah in this position. I extend my warmest thanks to all who have helped and supported me these past years. As of January 1,
2009, Penny Wardlaw will step into this position. However, I have been honored to
received the position of Vice President, thus will not go away. I will also continue to
provide this Newsletter.
I extend good wishes to those around the world who celebrate the
Christmas Holidays and best wishes for a healthy, prosperous and wonderful New Year to all.
Warm regards,
Lorry Wagner
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Georgine Ryter, Secretary

No official motions
were passed at this
meeting.
However,
much in-depth discussion addressing AHA
computer problems and the November Convention evolved. See details
in the edited transcript posted on our
web site:
http://www.insallah.org/
fileroom_files.html

The 2009 WAHO Conference will
be held in Muscat, Oman, the native
country of pure Arabian horses.
Starting on January 30 and ending
on February 6, 2009, this conference promises to be another fantastic adventure in the world of Arabian Horses.
See the Insallah Calendar on page 8
for contact details.
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Contact Information for Editor:
Lorry Wagner, 8222 Athel Street
Inyokern, CA 93527
760-377-5579
lorry@ridgenet.net

News about Arabian horse performance in International rides around
the world are welcome here.

Lorry Wagner in Charge

The first December eBay auction
has closed bringing in $36.00 to
our Treasury.
The item auctioned was the 1999
IAHA 2nd edition of Lois Ann
Kroll’s “Arabian Costumes.”

The Legend

See page 6 for more
information on Sheri!
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Thanks to the generosity of our
members Mary Anne Grimmell
and Jeanne Hale, we have quite a
list of other books and miscellaneous items that will be listed during
the upcoming weeks.
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NEW ADDITION TO OUR
NEWSLETTER
A new feature/service has been
added. On page 8, under the title of
“Educational, General and IAHC
Information and Opportunities,” we
will feature and/or list items of interest to our readers and where same
can be found. Whether it be complete libraries, reports of interest or
items for sale you may find what
you have been looking for on this
page. Listings by our IAHC members are at no charge. We will be
looking into paid advertising for
non-members in the near future.
This Newsletter will be featuring
one of our IAHC Members each
month. Please contact me if you
have information on yourself and
your horses and projects so you can
be included.

The 2008 AHA Convention has
come and gone. The Delegates
elected the following officers:
President, Lance Walters
Vice President, Dale Harvill
Secretary, Jan Decker
Treasurer, Frank Galovic
Returning and New
Regional Directors:
Region 1, Nancy Harvey
Region 2, Jeff Reichman
Region 3, Deborah Johnson
Region 4, Peggy Weems
Region 5, Tague Johnson
Region 6, Cecile Hetzel Dunn
Region 7, Terry Andreasen
Region 8, Jim Hitt
Region 9, Patricia Barton
Region 10, Van P. Jacobsen
Region 11, Dave Waggoner
Region 12, George Attwood
Region 13, Pamela J. Kittridge
Region 14, Dave Daugherty
Region 15, Martin E. Kleiner
Region 16, Walter J. Misco
Region 17, Terry Johnson
Region 18, Allan Erlick
Resolution information can be found
on the AHA website (put the below
all in one single line):
http ://www.ar ab ianhor ses.or g/
membership/convention/
2008/2008Resolutions.asp
For a list of all resolutions and how
the convention delegates voted, go
to page 6.
Our Delegate Annette Wells attended
this Convention and
reports!
Due to a late flight
arrival, I missed the
plenary session. By
Friday we had 375 attending delegates of the 533 eligible. The majority of my time was spent attending the Sport Horse, Dressage,
Hunter/Jumper, Driving meetings.
All were very productive and well
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run. We have been meeting via an
internet group during the year and
have covered most of the committee
dialog so we could actually present,
process and vote on items to do for
2009 and beyond.
The one snag was that AHA sent
anything to do with a SH discipline
to the Sport Horse Committee only
(and not to Dressage, Driving etc). I
believe this is due to a miss conception that the SH Committee oversees
all the disciplines….to us this is apropos to the Tail Wagging the Dog.
The main sessions were very quiet
with only the scoring system resolutions having any heated debate #1708 withdrawn #18-08 Disapproved.
Most other resolutions were akin to
housekeeping….clarifying etc. Overall 2008 was a very peaceful, quiet
Convention.
Thank you for the opportunity to
attend as delegate for Insallah!

Lorry Wagner, Contact
See front page, bottom
left column for meeting
dates. See page 9 for
shows, racing and
events.
IAHC Members may
list any Arabian horse events they are
holding here in this space. Send information to Lorry Wagner, contact information available on page 2, bottom
of Index column.
Let us know how
you like this new
electronic
newsletter
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Just a reminder to be sure you renew
before you membership expires.
Contact lorry@ridgenet.net if you
are unsure of your expiration date.

http://www.insallah.org
Lorry Wagner, Web Manager

To date, we have enjoyed having
9736 visits to our
web site as of December 19, 2008.
If you are an
IAHC
member
and have a web
site which is Arabian-horse related,
you are welcome to list your site on
the IAHC web site in exchange for a
link back to this IAHC web site
Members may also list your Arabian-horse activities on the Calendar
page of this newsletter. Go to our
web site at:
http://www.insallah.org and click on
the “Link to Member Web Pages”
button in the left-hand column to see
the above. Send all information to
Lorry Wagner (page 2, “Index” column)
Please contact Lorry for any comments or news from members of
your horses, activities, etc. you
would like to share.
In addition, we welcome news and
reports on events around the world.
All information must be Arabian
horse related. Insallah does reserve
the right to select appropriate input
you have and limit same due to
space limitations.
Send to Lorry, contact information
in the “Index” block, left-hand column

Doma Vaquera
Traditional Horsemanship from Spain
Submitted by John Saint Ryan
Red Rose Ranch
Inyokern, California, USA
http://www.johnsaintryan.com/
Let’s start with the definitions of the words, Doma Vaquera. The word Doma translates to Dressage, Dresser or to Train. The word
Vaquero translates to Stockman.
The beginnings of Doma Vaquera are rooted many centuries ago with the Ginetes, an ancient people who lived in southern Andalusia
as far back as the sixth century. The Ginetes were noted as fine horsemen and skilled mounted warriors. La Doma Vaquera was born
from this period where the training was created in the field relying heavily on functionality. In the 18th century there came further
developments because of the breeding and selection of the fighting bull with its own particular characteristics of strength and aggression. This brought forth a need to perfect an art within this style of horsemanship which was later introduced into the arena. However,
the foundation of Doma Vaquera will always reflect a time when, as a horseman, life and death were but two sides of the same coin.

John riding Jugeuton
exhibiting the art of using the
Garrocha

The word “caballero” (horseman) is the equivalent of the English word “gentleman.”
The word for “horse” in French is “cheval” and “knight” is “chevalier.” The Spanish
word for “horse” is caballo” and “knight or noble horseman” is “caballero.” In the middle ages the knights developed a mounted sport known as jousting where two combatants
would face each other. This jousting was taken from the real world of battle where
knights would gallop full tilt and attack each other from horseback. The sport had set
rules. The knights would square off against each other at a distance of a couple hundred
feet and then charge in a straight line
with their lances, the objective being
to unhorse their opponent. The caballeros developed a method of
rounding up (rodear) and capturing
cattle for branding, etc., borrowed
from the knights’ skill of jousting
with a lance. This was carried from
Europe to the Americas in the 15th
century. The technique evolved from
the Caballeros use of the lance. In

Spain the lance is called a garrocha.
John’s passion and interest in Doma Vaquera stems from a visit to Spain almost 20
years ago. He has concentrated on the discipline of Doma Vaquera with great sucJohn training Hidalgo JD on the bulls with Jose
cess. John has learned under such greats in Doma Vaquera riding as Jose Manuel
Manuel Martin de Leon operating the
Martin de Leon (Monitor of the Real Escuela of Jerez) , Sr. Joaquin Rodriguez de
Carretton (bull cart)!
la Villa (National Judge of Doma Classica) and Mestre D. Francisco de Braganca
of Portugal.
Doma Vaquera is one of the styles of equitation in Spain, another being Doma Classica (classical equitation). Doma Vaquera is a style
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of horse riding which enables the rider to carry out daily duties on horseback on a working
cattle ranch. It was especially developed out of the use of the horse for handling the fighting
bulls of Spain and grew out of decades of daily work with them in the open countryside.
The style of riding, tack, dress and discipline of the working horses evolved into what we
see today. It is still being used on working ranches, in Doma Vaquera competition and,
more recently, Doma de Trabajo (working equitation).
Modern Doma Vaquera competitions provide a challenging
test for both the horse and rider. Practicality and precision are
married together as the rider must be aware of the true nature of these tests which are performed in
a 60m x 20 m arena. At advanced level the requirements include all maneuvers any horse would
need to make when facing a fighting bull such as explosive gallops from a standing start, skid
stops, lateral yielding and canter pirouettes.
The garrocha is carried and used in a fashion similar to the Caballero’s lance. However, instead of
the Garrochista and the bull racing toward each other as in a knightly joust, the Garrochista chases
after the bull. An Emparedor, a horseback assistant, gallops alongside the bull to guide him toward
the Garrochista.
John riding Jugueton
The word Emparedor is derived from the Spanish word meaning to hobble or tie. The Garrochista
winning the blue for Nalunges at the base of the tail/side of the hip with the Garrocha and knocks the bull down. The bull
tional Champion Doma
or other livestock falls and is momentarily stunned, enabling the Emparedor to leap off his horse
Vaquera Alta (Highest
and hold him down or tie the animal’s legs.
Level) in Las Vegas
The Vaquero also revived the ancient Scythian method of using a lazo (loop). The loop was placed
at the end of the lance and was then dropped over the animal’s head. Ground crew would run in and tail the stock to the ground.
Catching stock in this way took a lot of manpower and one day an innovative Vaquero, who may have accidentally dropped his
lance but still had the lazo, threw it and got lucky...snaring the animal. A new step in the evolution of cowboy technique was
born. The technique was refined by the traditions of the Early Californio/Mexican Vaquero starting on the vast rancheros in the
1600’s in Mexico California. Then the next invention was the saddle horn to accommodate what has led to modern-day roping.

John riding Hidalgo JD working cattle
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A = Approved
D = Disapproved
W = Withdrawn
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1. AHA Bylaws Nominating Procedures
2. Bylaw Change Regarding Board of Directors
3. Organizational Efficiency Committee Forums Online
4. Defining Extraordinary Resolutions
5. Committee and Commission Limits for Executive Committee and Board Members (217 Yes, 100 No)
6. Fee Notification to Membership
7. AHA Membership to Run on Calendar Year
8. Open Hunter/Jumper to Count for Horse Achievement Awards
9. Add Eventing to Arabian Division of USEF/EC Rule Book
10. Remove Restriction for Carriage Driving Classes
11. Hunter Trail Hack
12. Trail Course Designers
13. English Trail Change to Maneuvers
14. Trail Horse Course Conduct Rule Change
15. Arabian Trail Scoring Systems—Penalties
16. Arabian Trail Scoring System—Maneuvers
17. Rescind the Arabian Scoring System
18. Arabian Scoring System to be Optional at AHA Recognized Shows
19. Callers for FEI Level Dressage Classes
20. Jumper Attire & Appointments
21. Pony Hunters
22. Sport Horse In-Hand Appointments
23. Sport Horse Show Hack Attire
24. Sport Horse In-Hand & Under Saddle Splits
25. Rescind Concurrent Judged Shows
26. Requiring Registration for Competition
27. Unacceptable Trail Obstacles
28. Shoeing Requirements
29. Hunter Pleasure Specifications
30. Hunter Pleasure Attire
31. Added Total Point System proposed to replace the MOS System at AHA National, Regional and East
Coast/Pacific Slope Championship horse shows
32. Show Sponsor Requirements
33. Regional & National Class Additions
34. Hunter Over Fences Scoring at Regionals and Nationals
35. Judges & Stewards Commissioner Authority & Establish Peer Review Panel
36. Creating Opportunities for “R” Judges
37. National Show Judging Rotation & Assignments (151 Yes, 167 No)
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Sharzad Amir Aslani,
Insallah AHC Member
“Shery” is our member from Iran. She has dedicated herself to the Arabian horse in her
country.
One of her projects is about rescuing stallions and colts that are in need. Shery and two
friends have created “touristical rides” to raise funding to support this project. More information on Shery’s project will appear in future Newsletters.

Shery is very proud of her new stallion, The Legend. Emma Maxwell of England help Shery
find this beauty.

Congratulations on finding The Legend to continue your breeding program!
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http://www.ahlegacy.com

Introducing Insallah Member Ferman
Ansel, owner of the web site Arabian
Horse Legacy. This wonderful Library
contains interviews, pictures, videos
and much more which has been collected for over 25 years from around
the world. Ferman is still gathering
and incorporated fantastic information
in this Arabian Horse Library that has
no equal. See web-site link above or
the link below in the picture.
Experience the adventure of a lifetime
into the world of the history of the
Arabian

Submitted by Lorry Wagner

Reports on the 1988, (Bahrain), 2000
(Australia), 2002 (Istanbul), and 2004
(Poland) WAHO Conferences are
available on the Insallah AHC website.
http://www.insallah.org/WAHO.html
These reports are .pdf files, with color
photos and downloadable.
Adobe
Reader program is needed. The link to
download the Adobe Reader program
is on the above web site page and will
take you there.

Our host site is AWhitehorse.com
owned by Insallah Member Stacey
Mayer. Stacey donates this hosting of
our web pages.
Stacey is also a
fabulous
artist,
specializing
in
equine art.
This picture, entitled
“Bedouin
S a d d li n g
His
Horse” was done
for a Region 2
Show Program.
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NOTE: Information submission for this page must be approved by
the Newsletter Editor and must be appropriate for the subject of
the Arabian Horse.
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Calendar

of

Events

INTERNATIONAL EVENTS
2009 WAHO Conference:
January 5—February 6, 2009, Muscat, Oman. Contact: asilclub@hotmail.com or on the WAHO web site,
www.wahooman09.com
2008 Shows:
For ECAHO 2008 complete show listings go to the following web site: http://www.ecaho.org/images/pdf/2008/showcalendar08.pdf
For ECAHO 2008 show results go to the following web site: http://www.ecaho.org/images/pdf/2008/showcalendar08.pdf

U.S.A EVENTS
Shows:

Competitive Trail and Endurance:
The Death Valley ride is 4 days starting on Dec. 28 and going to Dec. 31. It is 25 or 50 miles a day and is now very close to
Ridgecrest. Day one is a loop ride, starting and ending from a camp on the Trona road 4 miles north of Red Mountain. The second
day is also out of that camp and riders can move their own rigs after the ride to Ballarat. The third day is a loop ride out of Ballarat
and the last day is a point to point from Ballarat to Valley Wells. The New Years Eve party will be at the Valley Wells clubhouse
near Trona. Contact Jackie Bumgardner, firemtarabians@endurance.net
ARABIAN HORSE ASSOCIATION:
November, 2009, (specific dates to be announced), Annual Arabian Horse Association (AHA) Convention, Reno, Nevada,
contact AHA in Denver, Colorado, http://www.arabianhorses.org
OTHER EVENTS AND MEETINGS:
Region 2 of AHA, January 17, 2009, Bakersfield, Ca., contact Teri Reichman 805-491-3315 or t.terijef@verizon.com
ARABIAN RACING at Los Alamitos:
December 20, 2008, Flying Tiger Classic, 7.5 furlongs ($20,000.00) Los Alamitos, California
ARAB 2008 Stakes, August 2 through December 20, for specific dates go to the ARAC website at www.arac.org or contact the
ARAC office, 714-820-2817

IAHC encourages our members and friends to send us information for events
taking place around the world.
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